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SHAWKAT M. TOORAWA

The selection that follows is a translation of the first juz of the 1972 play Sahrah mda
Abi Khaltl al-Qabbānī [An Evening's Entertainment with Abū Khalīl al-Qabbam; hereafter
Sahrah]1 by the Syrian playwright and critic Sa'dallāh Wannus (b. 1941, d. 1997).2
Sahrah is about theatre. It emphasizes all those elements about which Wannus
discourses in his critical writings, notably the primacy of the audience and the crowd
(jutnhūr); the politicizing (tasyis) effect of theatre; the various processes of alienation
(taghrīb); and the presence of a narrator who constantly reminds the audience of the
fact that this is merely a play, a soiree, an evening of entertainment, a documentary.3
The importance of Wannu's prefatory remarks cannot be overemphasized. In these he
reminds both reader and director of the importance of the relationship between
audience and action.
Underlying both the Wannus play and the frameplay, as he has chosen to present it,
are not only political lessons but also, less obviously, theoretical lessons about the
theatre. This is a play about freedom of artistic expression, about what theatre is and
what theatre does. In some ways it is Wanmls's signature, his way of defining himself
in a continuum of which he considers himself a very real part.
Technical Remarks
1. Numbers in square brackets correspond to the pagination in the Arabic original.
2. Notes have been reduced to a minimum. Although only five works are cited in
the notes numerous others, especially dictionaries, have been consulted.
3. Several words used by Wannus also have a technical meaning. Below is a
selection of such words with translations. Bold type indicates renditions I have
chosen for the purposes of this translation.
Khashabah
Manzar, mazhar, mashhad
Masrah, marsah
Riwayah
Sālah
Tamthīl
Taqammus
Tashkhts

stage, theatre
scene, set(s)
scene, stage, theatre
account, drama, narrative, novel, play, story, tale.
auditorium, hall, theatre (the edifice)
acting, depiction, mimesis, portrayal, performance,
representation, sculpture
metamorphosis, metempsychosis, transmigration
of souls
acting, play-acting, performance, personification
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A Few Necessary Observations
[5] A. This play is an attempt to revive a heritage and to understand that heritage
better. I took one of the plays4 of the pioneer of drama Ahmad Abu Khalll al-Qabbanl,
namely Harun ar-Rashid with Ghanim ibn Ayyub and Qut al-Qulub, and after changing
something of the language and a few of the scenes incorporated into it the story of
Qabbani's pioneering venture5 and his struggle as a result of having put up a theatre in
Damascus.
There are, therefore, two distinct levels in this work and it is essential that they be
separated by a broad and distinct line during production.
The first level is Abu Khalll al-Qabbanl's play, Harun ar-Rashid with Ghanim ibn
Ayyub and Qut al-Qulub. In it we have to recapture the essence of the theatrical
performance as it was performed in those days because the basic value of that venture,
in my opinion at least, is not contained in its pioneering nature alone but rather in the
nature of the theatrical performance as a compelling social event. Hence the novelty,
improvisation6 and the animated contact with the spectators. All this transformed the
performance into a social [6] phenomenon that created7 a new climate in the people's
soirees and engendered in them specific feelings of communality.
There was, in these performances that began to jolt the tranquility of daily life, an
innate 'estrangement':8 feelings of camaraderie emerged on those nights when the
people gathered before a number of actors in order to watch them perform, to interrupt
them and even to comment on their words, without any let or embarassment... Some
of the elements of this estrangement may be distinguished in the crude stage decorations that look like scenery instead of being constructed in accordance with reality, and
in the acting that is performed exaggeratedly—bearing in mind at all times the fact that
it is essentially 'play-acting', not metamorphosis or mimesis.9 These elements may also
be distinguished in the songs and dances that punctuate the action and that reduce the
tension in such a way that delight becomes the dominant feeling, and that distance
between the spectator and the action being performed in front of him remains quite
evident. For this reason, in order for us to recapture the essence of the theatrical
performance as it was in those days, it is essential that we preserve the following
elements in the production of al-Qabbanl's play: the coarseness of the stage decorations, the gaudy costumes, exaggeration by the actors and the profitable use of the
elements of song and dance in a positive way. For my part I have tried to compose, or
portray, an overview of the relationship between the spectators of that time and the
actions that are occurring on stage. I have had them make comments and have
incorporated these comments into the events. Although these are undocumented, I am
sure that similar incidents took place all the time during those soirees. Similarly, I have
retained the 'Prompter' on-stage so that the relationship between him and the actors
becomes clear, reinforcing the idea of play-acting and confirming it. This, however,
does not prevent the director himself from carrying out his own specific research—[7]
perhaps in the coffeeshops, in the cheap, popular theatres or in the social gatherings
that take place in the old quarters of the city—on other elements that permit us to
recapture in a more effective and precise fashion the essence of these performances
from the past.
Here, attention must be drawn to a very important point: it may be tempting for the
director, while he is presenting that old style, to tend toward exaggerated caricatures
that elicit laughter and mockery. This, however, greatly impairs our fundamental aim.
What we want is an evocation of the festive mood based on the profound interplay with
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the spectators, not derision, neither by diminishing the capability of the performance
nor by weakening its technical elements and expressions that may now appear to us
simplistic and inadequate. We must absolutely not forget that those troupes, that were
formed with such enthusiasm, that began without a solid cultural foundation, and that
worked under harsh conditions, tried to make of the dramatic performance a social
event.
As for the second level of this work, it is the documented and historical events
related by the story of al-Qabbani from the beginning of his theatrical enterprise until
the uprising of the reactionaries that closed his theatre and burned it to the ground.
Here I have used short scenes in which the rapid succession resembles the course of
events of that time. Moreover, the directing of this segment must be very different
and distinct from the other segment. The objective style depends on rapid execution
and lively rhythm conducted in such a manner that it appears as if this segment
functions in contradistinction somehow to the other segment.
[8] B. I noticed, while I was delving into the scanty sources on the life of alQabbanl and his experience in Damascus, that it is very difficult to understand this
enterprise of his detached from the historical period in which it developed. Therefore,
to a certain extent familiarity with the trends and the political and social circumstances that the people faced in that period is imperative in order to understand with
any sense of accuracy al-Qabbanl's enterprise, and the reasons that led to its discontinuation. For this reason I resolved, in the scenes that deal with him, to expand upon
these events and those times, characterized by the intensity of their turmoil and
disorder.
In fact, the end of the 19th century is the beginning proper of the Arab revival and
the pinnacle of the dissolution of the Ottoman Empire. There is no doubt that the
existence of the theatre is, in its very essence, a part of that revival, influencing and
influenced by the circumstances then obtaining. In my opinion, why the reactionaries
stood against Abu Khalll al-Qabban! is a more than adequate illustration of this point.
However, what concerns me now from the point of view of theatre is to point out that
my effort—an exposition of that vast historical panorama—may result in a lengthening
of the play, causing the performance to take longer than it should, or perhaps
interfering with its rhythm. Therefore, if necessity dictates, it is possible to abridge
some of the scenes as long as this does not confuse the general picture of the period
and its trends.
C. There are, naturally, real-life characters in this play, such as al-Qabbani, Sa'Id
al-Ghabra, Mahmud al-'Umari, Iskandar Farah, the governors and others besides, but
I want to point out that neither these characters' portrayals nor their personality traits
interest me from the point of view of factual documentation. Rather, I present them
here as representatives of specific intellectual components in a story of which we have
only the [9] most general outlines. Shaykh Sa'Id al-Ghabra, for example, is not
implied personally and his characteristics as an individual and as a man do not
concern me. He is, rather, the embodiment of a specific intellectual trend and one
aspect of a story that took place in the past; this is true also of the others. For this
reason, there is no value in researching them as individuals or as real-life people
possessed of their own specific personalities and particular dispositions. The adherence to these observations will greatly benefit the director in the realization of what I
have called objective staging in this segment of the play.
D. There are countless possibilities with regard to the presentation of the 'Spectacle
of the Governors' in this play: the method I have followed with respect to the
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entrance and exit of the actors is but an initial suggestion and adherence to it is not
necessary.
Sa'dalllh Wannus
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Part One
[11] [A low curtain extending the length of the stage divides it into two halves and
separates it into two areas: one frontstage and the second downstage; this division is
confirmed, moreover, by the different levels.10 On the curtain is a large painting
representing Damascus of old. The painting is full of details of the manifestations of
social life in those days: the mosques with their minarets like overwhelming architectural stanchions extending their shadow over the houses with moucharabies; the
courtyards with pools at the centre; and the alleyways and coffeeshops, most of which
are putting on karagoz shows, thronged with men; the markets; and the baths ...It
is essential that the site where Abu KhalTl al-Qabbaniput up his theatre be clearly
visible: there is the Fort of Damascus in all its austerity and grimness and behind it
is a small area. In the corner of one of [12] its alleys is the Customs House where
al-Qabbani set up his stage. In front of the curtain, in the foreground, the stage is
empty. The play begins with the entrance of the spectators. The Town-Crier begins,
from the entrance, to walk around the seats and the aisles of the theatre announcing
the soiree. His wandering lasts as long as the entrance of the spectators lasts and must
appear natural and spontaneous. Every once in a while he comes to a stop ...he
talks to some of the spectators and welcomes them ...he urges some of the others to
hurry ...he points out some of the decorum expected in the theatre and he answers
the questions and the comments that arise every so often in the hall]

Town-Crier Gentlemen, distinguished guests
Whosoever enters our theatre profits11 by it
And whosoever hesitates regrets
In today's soiree there is admonition ... there is enjoyment
There is song and dance and acting
Gentlemen, distinguished guests
Welcome, do not hesitate
The soiree is entertaining and instructive
There is an imaginary tale and there is a real-life one
You shall see Harun ar-Rashid with
Ghanim ibn Ayyub and Qiit al-Qulub [13]
A singable, actable, literary love story
Composed by Shaykh Ahmad Abu Khalil al-Qabbani
For which he sought inspiration from yesteryear
A story to which he gave structure and melody
And which he performs with his troupe
You shall see also the story of al-Qabbani
and Shaykh Sa'Id al-Ghabra
Real-life characters and actual incidents
A true story
The threads of which we have gathered from
documents and reports
And we shall re-enact them before you all this evening
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Gentlemen, distinguished guests
Welcome, do not hesitate
We shall recollect with you a heritage which the foolish and
the ignorant have neglected
And we shall revive the memory of an artiste who endured
hardship and great sacrifice
The memory of the pioneer of the theater,
Abu Khaffl al-Qabbanl
Whosoever enters our theatre profits by it
And whosoever hesitates regrets
A soiree of admonition ... of enjoyment
Of song, of dance and of acting.
[The Town-Crier continues to wander around the aisles repeating his call. An actor
wearing pantaloons,12 a waist-coat13 and a turban on his head appears and stands
at one of the entrances of the empty parts of the stage. He portrays the ticket-seller
in Qabbam's old theater. A man whose appearance shows signs of distinction
approaches. He [14] is wearing a jacket and broadcloth trousers and on his head he
sports an elegant tarboosh.M He is accusing the ticket-seller of dereliction.]
Ticket-Seller [following him, embarrassed, and trying to detain him] Sir, you are most

welcome ... your presence most distinguished ... but you have forgotten to pay.
TTie Man [raising his voice in anger] What do you want me to pay?

Ticket-Seller The cost of your admission to the theatre ...
The Man [exploding] Cost of admission! Me, Mahmud Fath Allah, you're asking me to
pay ... No ... this is too much! Where is Shaykh al-Qabbanl? How can he put such
ignoramuses at the door who don't even know people's rank and station! Charging
Mahmud Fathalah ... oh, what impertinence ... !15
Ticket-Seller My apologies Sayyid Mahmud ... I didn't mean to ...
The Man Quiet! Get away! I shall certainly have something to say to your boss about
this. [He leaves him and goes toward one of the seats.] Have they now begun to ask

Mahmud Fath Allah to pay the cost of admission ... oh, what impertinence!
[The man sits on the right, in the front of the theatre. The ticket-seller stays where
he is a few moments then returns to his place, shaking his head. Naturally, it is
possible to give these actors portraying the spectators of that time seats separate from
the other seats in the theatre and to [15] have them be a separate and distinct
audience. I prefer, however, that the two sets'6 of spectators mingle together and that
their seats be scattered among those of the regular audience in the front of the theatre.
This provides for a link between the past and the present and gives the soiree a
stronger and firmer assimilation.]

Town-Crier Gentlemen, distinguished guests
Whosoever enters profits by it, whosoever hesitates regrets
We shall be closing the doors, and beginning the play
Mere moments remain
Hurry distinguished guests, gentlemen
[Abu Harb, strongman17 of a district arrives; with him is his subordinate. Each
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carries a cane and wears a head-dress.18 Abu Harb assails the ticket-seller boorishly
... He enters accompanied by his crony.]
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Ticket-Seller [trembling submissively] Welcome, welcome! May the district prosper ... and
the lights shine...
[They sit on the left-hand side of the theatre, in front.]
Town-Crier Gentlemen, gentlemen
In moments we shall be closing the doors
[A man arrives whose appearance bespeaks his average means.]
Ticket-Seller Admission is half a majidiyah.19 [16]
The Man With pleasure [gives him the money].
Ticket-Seller Enjoy the show.... Please ... go in.
[Abu al-Fahd, strongman of a quarter, arrives carrying a cane and sporting a
colourful dagger in his belt.20]
Ticket-Seller [trying to stop him] Welcome! Admission is half a majidiyah for all who wish
to enter, sir.
Abii al-Fahd But ... I am none other than Abu al-Fahd [he raises his cane]. These days
my hearing is poor ... What did you say?
Ticket-Seller Nothing, nothing ... you honour us with your presence. Please go in.
[When Abu al-Fahd arrives in front of Abu Harb and his crony, he twirls his
moustache, gives him a meaningful stare and clears his throat... Abu al-Fahd sits
in the other corner of the theatre, facing Abu Harb ...the atmosphere becomes tense.
The lights dim.]
Town-Crier This was the situation gentlemen, distinguished guests, a hundred years ago
in the first theatre which Ahmad Abu Khalll al-Qabbanl established. Only the poor and
the middle-class paid ... the wealthy and the prominent got in for free. And if the
doorman demanded the cost, they raised their voices and raised their canes in the air.
[17]
Abu Harb We didn't come here to be abused ...
His Crony By God! Pull away the curtain. If not, the master will do it himself!
Voices — Where are the theatrics?
— Where's the entertainment?
— Get on with it... !
Town-Crier [leaping on stage] Here ... here ... The curtain shall be thrown back
immediately. I hope your hearts fill with joy and that the evening will be an occasion
for delight and clarification. [He claps] Close the doors! Turn out the lights! [He raps on
the ground three times, then he heads toward the curtain that divides the stage in half and
draws it] And now, you shall see the story of Harun ar-Rashid with Ghdnim ibn Ayyub
and Qut al-Qulub, a singable, actable, literary love story.
[After the curtain is thrown back, the actors appear in their costumes. They stand in
a single linefront-stageand begin with the introductory song, while the Town-Crier
withdraws into the left-hand corner, frontstage.]
Actors [together in song, facing the crowd]
Greetings! And welcome! Welcome, splendid folk!
You gladden us with your company!
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You honour us with your presence! [18]
Musical Number
The full moon of felicity has risen
And the dawn of love has broken
Birds are in song, the flowers in bloom.
And goblets of intimacy pour forth.
Since you have visited us, gentlemen,
Noble and distinguished guests,
You have conferred distinction on us,
And we, in turn, shall bestow on you,
The purest of praises, and greetings!
[The actors withdraw ... darkness ... then the lights come up on21 a place out in the
open, in it are graves. Ghanim ibn Ayyub is standing among the graves.]
Ghdnim I spent the night among the tombs, seeing no one.22 Today my fear has
increased and my endurance is fled. I am to blame for what has occurred. Woe is me!
The bold one cannot be praised, lest first he is saved. There is no strength but in God!
I came from Syria on business for my father Ayyub al-Humam, and I stayed in Baghdad
and traded, buying and selling until today when one of my friends, a merchant by the
name of'Abd al-Ghaffar, died. So, I followed his funeral procession with the crowd and
stayed by his grave until now. When I returned to the city I met no one along the way
and found the city gate to be closed so I got quite alarmed and returned here, anxious
about my situation but forbearing. [19]
My God, my Master, my Lord, be there for me:
Oh! I am separated from my family and friends.
Sinful and in evil condition,
I surrender myself to your High Door.
If you do not forgive my sins, what is to become of me?
How many a foreigner longs for his homeland,
How many a noble longs for his dignity.
But wait! What are those apparitions
approaching this place? They might murder me: I must hide.
[He scales up a tree and tries to hide himself in the branches and the foliage. Enter
a group of slaves carrying a chest.]
Spectator Hide your face, man, or else they'll discover you!
[Ghanim conceals his head.]
Hildl Come on, Mas'ud, let's carry out Queen Zubaydah's orders and put this chest
into this cave.
Mas'ud Yes. Then, let's get out of here fast before anyone sees us.
[They put the chest in the cave and leave. Ghdnim climbs down from the tree.]
Ghdnim My Lord, keep me on the Right Path, enjoining good and shunning evil. I am
happy: I waited and was level-headed and now I am safe and happy indeed at my
escape from misfortune.23 Praise God for my deliverance! If they had seen me they
would surely have killed me. [20] But I wish I knew what it is that's in that chest that
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they left ... Probably some merchandise that they stole ... and they're bound to return
shortly to retrieve it. I must enter the cave and see what is in that chest.
[Ghanim enters the cave and removes the lid of the chest. Suddenly, he appears
shocked and dazzled.]

Ghanim Oh! ... What is this ... ? It's a beautiful young woman, gracefully svelte.
Spectator Praise to the One who blesses with no accounting!
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Spectator God Almighty!
Ghanim [continuing, still dazzled] The full moon of her countenance is captivating, as if
she were a lovely houri... She's in a swoon. I wish I knew who those slaves were who
transported her here ... there's no question about it, she's of some standing ... but what
captivating beauty!
Spectator Hey! Get her out of there so we can see too!
Ghanim
My love is platonic: this is my oath,
And I am the swearer.
Torment does not lie:
If I am slighted I shall be destroyed.
Her eyes surpass the dazzle of magic.
Oh! and the lover forgives her though she is faithless!
How beautiful and perfect are these eyes,
And this figure that shames the lance!
[21] Oh! I wish I knew who this maiden was, and why she is experiencing such
distress ... Wait! ... I think she's reviving.
{He lifts Qut al-Qulub out of the chest. She seems helpless and very tired ...
Whistling from the theatre and comments: Wow! Praise He who created such a ...
etc.]

Qut al-Qulub [awakening] Ahhh! ... Oh zephyr ... your air quenches the thirsty ...
Jamllah ... Jalllah ... Girls! ... Woe is me! Who has brought me here away from the veils
and screens and left me among the graves? Oh, I shouldn't be surprised. Fate is
mysterious and there's little use in being cautious in the face of destiny. Am I alone?
Fate has neglected me, prolonged my torment and betrayed me. Am I forsaken?
Destiny has deceived me, neglected my heart and increased my sorrow. Oh ... I waste
away with grief.
Spectators — Hey! What's happened?
— Come on!
— Blast it all! What's going on?
[Qut hesitates, confused.]

Prompter Who are you noble sir ...
Qut Who are you noble sir, worthy friend?
Ghanim I am the slave of your resplendent beauty, Ghanim ibn Ayyub, whom the
All-Knowing has dispatched to deliver you from these troubles. [22]
Qut You show me great charity and you have earned my gratitude: you have rescued
me from ruin and lavished me with your kindness. But I entreat you to tell me what has
happened to me and who brought me here and cast me into grief and misfortune.
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Ghanim God suspend your curiosity: a group of slaves brought you to this place in a
chest, mistress of beauty.
Qut
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I cry to myself and my sorrows increase.
Why me? I've a heart devoured by grief.
I reproach fate for my tears of blood, but
bloodshed is free of want!
I've seen life in this world like a dream:
And now its sweetness is all sapped away.
Oh Fate! You slighted me and cast me to this
misfortune.
Abu Harb [from the theatre] Rubbish!
Qut Forgive a poor girl whose cheeks zephyr has abandoned, and whom fate has
oppressed. My troubles are increased, my misfortune severe. Oh! Who did this to me
and abandoned me thus?
Abu Harb For your eyes a hundred killed would be nothing!
Qut [confused by the comments] Oh God! What is this deed and its evil [23] consequences
that I must suffer. My enemies, in evil hour, seized die opportunity to do widi me as
they would.
Ghanim Oh compeer of die moon, shake off your sorrows and put them behind you.
Apprise yourself of the goodness of my intentions and the purity of my designs ... and
explain your situation to me.
Qut This is no time to be telling you my story; rather, take me to your home and after
that I'll tell you about the truth of my situation.
Spectator Well, I'll be ... home right away!
Abu Harb's Crony You leave the master of all men to go with this stupid boy?
Abu Harb By my soul, this is a babe who doesn't even know how to unbutton his pants.
[The actors come to a halt just as they are about to leave ... the comments create an
atmosphere of tension. Suddenly, Abit al-Fahd jumps up: warnings of mischief
exuding from his eyes.]
Abu al-Fahd What's all diis buffoonery? And in the presence of real men!
Abu Harb [jumping up, accompanied by his crony] Who's raising his voice?
Abu al-Fahd Don't you know me? ... I'll raise my cane too if you don't show some
manners.
Abu Harb He wants to teach us good manners ... then, so be it.
[Canes raised, they rush at each other and the commotion spreads. The actors rush
in, in costume, from backstage [24] into the theatre in order to separate the
adversaries. Among them, naturally, is Abu Khalil al-Qabbani who is portraying
Hdrun ar-Rashid. The actors try very hard to bring the struggle to an end, trying not
to be hit or struck themselves or having their costumes torn.]
Actor Come now, my friends. Be reasonable: you are grown men.24
Voices of the Adversaries — I'll smash your head in.
—I am Abu al-Fahd.
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—A grape-head, more like.
—Take that...
—And that...

QabbanT Gentlemen, I entreat you,25 please do not spoil the soiree for us.
Actor God curse anger and its consequences!
[The actors manage to stop the brawl]

Abu Harb Let go of my hand ... get away from me.
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Abu al-Fahd Leave me alone ... I'll show them every trick in the book!
Actor [clasping Abu al-Fahd] Your nerves, Abu al-Fahd ... please, we know you are
forbearing.
QabbanT Let go of them and do not get too excited. [In a conciliatory voice] Everyone,
you are our guests ... it is shameful for a host to be fighting with his guests. [Facing Abu
al-Fahd] Shame on you, Abu al-Fahd! Show a little consideration and esteem for your
friend Abu [25] Khalll ... sit down in your seat.
Abu al-Fahd [softening] It's gone too far, Abu Khalll.
QabbanT Anger accomplishes nothing. We have gathered here for enjoyment, so do not
spoil our gathering. I implore you to calm down and be seated. [Abu al-Fahd sits down
... QabbanT faces the other] And you Abu Harb, have you no esteem for me?
Abu Harb We didn't start this provocation.
Muhammad Allah I'll say this much ... this might as well be a soiree in a brothel.
QabbanT [offended] Accursed shame on you Sayyid Muhammad! Are you calling the
theatre a brothel? There is no reproof, then, for the ignorant... at any rate, the day will
come when the true worth of what we are doing shall be laid bare. The important thing
now is to forget our differences and rancour, and to let delight prevail between us. [To
the actors] Come, my friends, before we go on with the play, let our guests listen to a
song of reconciliation.
Actors [together]

The heart throbs with love, with gaiety
So come, let us drink the spirit of goodwill.
[26] We've given love and brotherhood,
Liberal as an open fire. Come!
Let's be done and show faces of joy.
[After the song, the scene freezes at the words of the Town-Crier who emerges from
his corner]

Town-Crier Thus would the soiree come to a halt when the game of canes began. The
actors would leave their roles and rush to clear up the situation between the adversaries.
They would entreat them with kind words, and sometimes with a song to calm the
excitement, and the crowd would return to their seats. Spectators from all over came
to find distraction from poverty in the quarrelling and the monkeying around between
the strongmen. Abu Khalll al-Qabbanl went to great pains to prevent this sport from
spoiling his play or bringing the soiree to an end.
[The actors leave while the sets are being changed. The scene is now the Royal
Palace. In it is a grave by the side of which an old woman is standing.]
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Old Woman The subterfuge is accomplished. And with the Almighty's help in this
matter, it has exceeded Mistress Zubaydah's highest hopes. The Caliph loves his
concubine Qiit al-Qulub excessively and cannot endure being away from her for even
one minute. Jealousy took possession of Zubaydah so she sought my assistance, and I
helped her. [She stops, confused, and looks toward the prompter.] [27]

Prompter [whispering] I drugged Qut al-Qulub with henbane and got exactly what I
wanted ... [The old woman approaches him because she cannot hear what he is saying

...So
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the prompter repeats in a louder voice] I drugged Qut al-Qulub with henbane and got
exactly what I wanted ...
Old Woman Right, right ... enough. [Returning to her acting] I drugged Qut al-Qulub
with henbane and got exactly what I wanted. Then I dispatched her with a group of
slaves who carried her to a faraway place and because of the Queen's fear of the Caliph
I arranged a grave for her in the palace. In this grave I buried a wooden body and I
announced the death of Qut al-Qulub hither and thither. Today the King returns from
the hunt: all that remains for me to do is to fetch the concubines and have them mourn
at the grave when he arrives.
[Jamilah, one of the concubines, enters.]

Spectator Oh, what a sinister old hag!
Spectator God protect us from the cunning deceit of women!
Jamilah Mistress Zubaydah extends her greetings and wishes to know your plans since
the Caliph is arriving at any moment.
Old Woman Tell her to send the concubines here to mourn with me and sing dirges. [28]
Jamilah [leaving, to herself] Curse this scheming woman who has acted so treacherously
toward Qut al-Qulub and who has made her suffer hardship.
[Music ... the concubines enter singing ... they spread themselves around the grave.
Their attendance takes on the character of a funeral ceremony.]
The Concubines

What sorrow, O Qut al-Qulub! Because of you,
grief has increased in our hearts!
Woe! Fate has pounced upon us ... !
But, verily, wisdom is with the Lord!
[Enter Hdriin ar-Rashid with utmost dignity. The heads of the concubines turn and
the singing stops for a moment.]

Spectator Why, that's the Caliph Harun ar-Rashid!
Spectator 2 I'm damned26 sure that if you said I was Harun ar-Rashid, people'd find it
more believable!
Spectator Those clothes could only be for the Caliph.
[The concubines face Harun ar-Rashid and continue their song.]
The Concubines

Greetings! Welcome, welcome magnanimous
Sovereign! Your Majesty, dignified, sublime!
[29] Be forbearing, milord, in the face of Death.
And take solace in the splendour of Qut al-Qulub:
Her tender countenance has withered,
Her moonlit face vanished ...
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Harun ar-RashidWhax are you saying ... ? Qut al-Qulub has withered away and died ...
oh ... compassion for the sufferer whose cure is naught to be found and whose sorrow
forever grows!
Come let's off to Qut al-Qulub's grave,
Let's say to it: the clouds have watered you,
Patch by blessed patch and yet, and yet
You have interred her beauty! How so?
And you have deserted a heart
That felt love till it was cleft in two!
I shall water you from my eyes,
with a heart dissolved by irreparable
Separation, minute by minute ...
[Then he faints at the edge of the grave.]
Concubines [panicking] Woe is him! His pain has weakened him. [They gather around the
Caliph ... and try to rouse him and alleviate some of his pain]

Spectator A Sovereign of such awesome power weakened because of one concubine?
Spectator 2 Passion is deadly!
Spectator There are27 a hundred concubines in his palace ... isn't that enough for him!
[30]
Concubines [Their song drowns out the comments.]

Cheer up, proud lord, praiseworthy lord
Find comfort in our coquetry,
Take comfort in our pampering
Time is fleeting, generous lord!
[Ja'far al-Mansur enters28 as Harun ar-Rashld rises from his swoon.]
Ja'far Peace upon the great, the noble, the just, the honoured Sovereign.
Harun Oh ... sorrow ... such burning in my heart Ja'far ... we have fallen in the greatest
of calamities ... disaster has befallen us ... Qut al-Qulub ... ohh! Qut al-Qulub ... so
great her loss.
Ja'far O wise and reasonable master, be forbearing in this affair that has put you in this
state. Bear it stoutly till some resolution comes of the matter.
Harun Be patient in the face of criminal Fate that did not respect my right and my
position! Resolution of this most horrible situation and the agony of this dreadful griefl
Qut al-Qulub was, through her love, a close friend of mine, friendship itself, and death
has taken her away from me. Announce a general mourning, Ja'far. In the palace and
throughout the kingdom.
Spectator Never! A general mourning because of a concubine? [31]
Ja'far [bewildered] My lord, there is no need to get so distressed and grief-struck over
a fetching, captivating concubine, over a beloved young maiden. Not when there are
many more beautiful than she in the palace and when affairs of state are many and
cannot be settled and kept in order without your perspicacity and wisdom.
Harun Enough talk of affairs of state, Ja'far ... my heart is ablaze and my mind
preoccupied.
Ja'far Sublime majesty, trove of generosity and merit ... your heart is hardier than
misfortune and your mind, in all its purity, cannot be influenced by the vicissitudes of
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fate ... There are matters of immediate importance at hand and their settlement cannot
be achieved without your incisive wisdom. The governor of Egypt has sent his tribute,
Ibn Sulayman is fomenting trouble in Basrah29 and petitioners have been thronging at
the doors of the Court ever since your departure for the hunt.
Harun Tell Masrur to slaughter the lot of them, the governor of Egypt, the governor of
Basra, the petitioners and, above all, the vizier Ja'far. Now, get out of my sight and leave
me to my grief.
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Ja'far [withdraws, frightened] Your wish is my command, generous Sovereign.
Harun What is there for me now but misfortune and my wretched misery.30 Qut
al-Qulub—I remember the beauty of times past and living in [32] happiness, all now at
an end ... Open up her grave for me so that I may see her lying there.31
Old Woman [alarmed] That is forbidden, lofty Sovereign. Divert you mind from her, she
that the Lord has taken unto Him. He takes only those who are pious and suitable.
Harun My concubines, my sorrow is great and my fires are aflame: I cannot leave this
place. Leave me awhile that I may sleep and perchance see her in my dreams.
[They cany a bed to the King on which he lies down, then they leave.]
Spectator Geez! This concubine is going to ruin the entire 'Abbasid state!
Spectator 2 Let it be ruined, and good riddance!
Spectator 3 And look at the King! He casts away the affairs of state even though its
problems are piling up.
Spectator 4 Shame on you all ... Harun ar-RashTd was the Caliph of the Muslims.
Spectator 3 Well, excu-use me!
Muhammad Allah They ridicule the caliphs ... by God, this is a great sin, Ibn
al-Qabbanl, a great sin.
[Enter Jalilah and JamTlah, two of the concubines. They see the King and compassion appears on their faces.] [33]
Jalilah I don't think milord has any idea what has happened. And so, he grieves at an
empty grave. There's nothing in it but fashioned wood, placed there by the old woman.
JamTlah What, then, befell Qut al-Qulub?
Jalilah Mistress Zubaydah sent someone to drug her with henbane. Then she had her
put in a chest which she gave to a group of slaves who carried it to a faraway place.
From what I heard, a young man named Ghanim ibn Ayyub took her into his care.
[Harun ar-Rashld sits up and listens]
Jamilah Then, Qut al-Qulub was not done in?
Jalilah No.
Jamilah Time will reveal what we don't know...
Harun [rising] ... and bring you news you weren't aware of ... Is Qut al-Qulub not
dead?
Jalilah She was saved from death, milord.
Harun Where did you hear this, Jalilah? How do you know that what happened was just
a scheme?
Jalilah I heard it from a few visitors to the palace.
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Harun Send Ja'far and Masrur to me immediately. [34]
The Two Concubines [leaving] As you wish, milord.
Harun There is no strength but in God! My heart troubled by an empty grave! ... And
my concubine staying with someone other than me! On my life, my situation is an ugly
one. No doubt, they've slept together. Woe unto them! ... No question about it, they
must be killed.
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[Enter Ja'far and Masrur. Fear still evident on Ja'far's face.]
Harun Ja'far, I've learned some news. I know what has happened to Qut al-Qulub and
I now know what that old woman really did with my concubine: she said that she was
dead and buried. Go search for a man by the name of Ghanim ibn Ayyub and kill him
without delay. And fetch my concubine quickly. If you do not find Ghanim, write the
governor of Syria to have him executed. And you, Masrur, hurry up and kill that old
woman.
Masrur As you wish, my liege.
Ja'far I shall set out immediately and search for that contemptible creature.
Ja'far and Masrur [singing as they leave]
Oh, we set off, our duty to fulfil,
And we proceed with firm resolve.
With determination
With great speed, upon our quest!
[35] [The inner curtain falls and the picture of old Damascus is visible. The
Town-Crier rises and faces the crowd. While he speaks, the actors who were playing
the spectators of that period slip away backstage. In the coming scenes the rhythm is
rapid and the staging objective ... Also, the lighting plays a fundamental role in the
changing of the scenes and their staccato succession.]
Town-Crier Until the vizier Ja'far finds Ghanim ibn Ayyub and until the lost concubine
appears before the caliph Harun ar-Rashld, we seize the opportunity to present to you
segments from another story, a real-life story on the life of Abu Khalll al-Qabbanl and
his long struggle to establish a theatre in Damascus. We confess, in all honesty,32
documents are few and information scanty, but we have tried, using what we have, to
present the salient features of that story and to draw an approximate picture of that
period in which al-Qabbani appeared.
[Enter an actor and an actress. They stand frontstage, on the other side of the
theatre.]
Town-Crier Gentlemen, distinguished guests ... the story began as a dream, but dreams
are costly when they come before their time.
Actress It all began in the year 1865.
Actor In that year, so the historians say, Shaykh Ahmad Abu Khalll [36] al-Qabbanl
began his first dramatic effort.
Actress He composed the play Nakir al-Jamil,3i rehearsed it with a few friends and
presented it in the house of his grandfather.
Actor MarQn an-Naqqash preceded him in Lebanon. In 1847 he founded a troupe, with
members drawn from his family, with whom he rehearsed his first play.
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Actress But Martin an-Naqqash stopped after a short while and left us the despairing
prophecy that this art was a distant prospect in our country.
Actor But this prophecy did not come true because a few years later a new pioneer
appeared in Damascus, and the dream began anew.
Town-Crier It all began in the year 1865.
Actor He presented it in his grandfather's house before a gathering of his relatives,
friends and people from his neighbourhood. The soiree met with heartening success.
The audience was amazed and delighted by the fine acting they saw and by the songs
and melodies they heard.
Town-Crier And the dream began anew. [37]
[The spotlight falls on the left of the theatre, and we see Ibn Khalil al-Qabbanl
wearing part of his costume. With him are Ibrahim ibn Mahmud al-Muhanna,
one of the people who worked with al-QabbdnT both as an actor and as a carpenter,
building the stages and the thrones of kings and preparing the costumes. But we are
not positive whether he was one of the ones that worked with al-QabbdnT in the
beginning. We see also Salih ibn c Uthman nicknamed 'Dervish' who had a
beautiful voice and was skilful on the small drum34 and the tambourine. It seems that
his friendship with al-QabbdnT went back a long way. His job, beside acting, singing
and playing music was preparing costumes, arranging sound effects and preparing
the script for the prompter. Ibrahim is engrossed in painting one of the sets.]15

QabbdnT We're behind schedule ... we'll run through a few rehearsals of the new roles
and choral songs.36 When will you be done painting the set, Ibrahim?
Ibrahim If I worked at my job as hard as I work in our plays, I'd be the greatest
carpenter in all Damascus.
QabbdnT How many sets remain? [38]
Ibrahim Just the royal Court.
QabbdnT The royal Court! That's surely the most important set of all. Do a good job
painting it.
IbrdhTm Don't worry ... I'll take you to Istanbul itself.37 You know, if the spectators
knew we were painting the royal courts with the tail of an ass they would accuse us of
immorality and of insulting the Sultan.
QabbdnT Good craftsmanship, Ibrahim, is that which hides its secrets. Pay particular
attention to the painting and the embellishments. This time, I want the sets to be
completely persuasive: each set should have its appropriate atmosphere and its own
particular influence on the spectators. Tomorrow's performance must be better than
any of our past performances: the scenery, the costumes, the acting and the staging. We
must absolutely not overlook a single thing.
Sdlih Are you sure the governor is coming?
QabbdnT Mahmud al-'Umaii will be bringing us word.
Sdlih Who knows, perhaps tomorrow's performance will be only the beginning.
QabbdmVov this very reason, we shall give it everything we have. We have to permeate
the feelings of the audience and secure their admiration. Their conviction of the
importance of this art will depend on their excitement. In an advanced and refined
country, going to the theatre is an indispensible necessity. [39]
IbrdhTm That might be the case for advanced countries ... but here at home, alas! The
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last thing we want is for them to accuse us of madness. My father calls our work folly,
of no use in this world or the next. My God, every day it's the cold shoulder: if not in
the morning, then at night. We'll end up breaking off relations with everyone like some
cast-out song-and-dance freaks.38
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Qabbani In time, they'll all change their minds. How do you expect people to value an
art that they've never known before and the advantages of which they've never been
aware? Impossible. But if we persevere in our work, the situation will change and
comedy will come to occupy a position of significance in this country. Things are
always difficult at first. We're going to face a lot of difficulties and we shan't always
escape the mockery of the ignorant... but bit by bit you'll see them take an interest in
drama and get accustomed to watching it.
Salih Every performance we've put on has been admired by the audience. The day we
presented Ndkir al-Jamil some of our friends were very impressed and displayed great
astonishment.
QabbdniEven though that play was only an early effort, full of flaws and shortcomings.
Everything depends on us ... even if the governor [he goes silent, suddenly] no ... let's
leave that for now ...
Ibrahim What's on your mind, Abu Khalll? [40]
Qabbani We'll talk about it later. Today we have more rehearsals to do ... give me the
'ud, Salih.
[Qabbani takes the 'ud and begins to play. With the music enters Sallm ibn Hasan
al-Hanafi39—a young lad, beardless and handsome.]
Salih Here's Sallm al-Hanafi.
Salim [Recognizing the tune that Abu Khalll is playing, he croons the song merrily]
Woe! Fate has pounced upon us!
But, verily, wisdom, is with the Lord.
Qabbani All the clothes ready?
Salih The concubine's dress needs a slight alteration.
Qabbani [to Salim] In that case, try on the dress first, then get ready to rehearse.
Salim Aren't we going to wait till the others arrive?
Qabbani Your part needs some more rehearsing. There's still some coarseness in your
movements.
Ibrahim Maybe the concubine was man-like.
Qabbani If she were man-like, I would have given you the role of the lover. [41]
[Salih and Sallm leave while Abu Khalll goes back to playing the cud]
Ibrahim Ahh ... imagine, Abu Khalll, if only we had real girls with breasts and buttocks
and each sex portrayed its own sex! Don't tell me that that will happen one of these
days.
Qabbani [his face clouding over] That's a real problem. But it will happen, some day ...
Ibrahim Women acting in front of a gathering of men, in Syria no less ... no ...! That's
a long way off: perhaps our grandchildren's grandchildren will see it.
Qabbani It'll take some time but it will happen.
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Ibrahim Can I be frank? I feel, sometimes, that what you envision are only castles in the
air.
QabbdnT Everything begins as a castle in the air before it is realized.
[Salih and SalTm return after SalTm has put on a short dress exposing his legs.]

Salih The dress is short and needs some lengthening.
Ibrahim [whistling] Strike me blind! After the performance your house will be filled with
matchmakers!
Salim See that your mother isn't one of them. [42]
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Ibrahim And why is that, light of mine eyes?
SalTm Because she'll leave without her pants!
QabbdnT Enough of that! Let's get to work. Salih, try to lengthen it by about an inch
at the very least... Now, let's begin with the scene in which Ghanim ibn Ayyub wishes
to sleep with Qut al-Quliib.
IbrdhTm Hey, hey, hey!
QabbdnT Watch how you move. Ghanim is chasing you and you are eluding him ...
there's got to be some coquetry and shows of passion, in word and in movement... Go
ahead.
[Salim goes back to imitating the gait of a woman.]
QabbdnT Sway a little.
IbrdhTm You'll become one of the most famous belles courtesy of Master Qabbani!
QabbdnT Enough Ibrahim ... let us work, by God ... Go on and repeat the words.
Prompt him, Salih.
Salih My beloved, be godly and endure the power of your passions.
SalTm [swaying again with coquettishness] My beloved, be godly and endure the power of
your passions.
QabbdnT Make your body more supple and your voice more delicate. The audience has
got to be convinced that you are indeed portraying a concubine. [43] Conviction is the
foundation of the theatrical art. When the King appears, for example ...
[Mahmud al-'Umari bursts in, impatience evident on his face. He begins to speak
right away.]
Mahmud Prepare yourselves, fellas ... tomorrow we shall have an important guest
among us. The governor Subhi Pasha in person will be watching our play!
QabbdnT Is that definite?
SalTm The governor himself?
Mahmud He gave his solemn word. The chief of police will also be attending and a large
number of Syrian dignitaries too. How shameful it will be for us if the quality of the
performance does not befit the stature of the audience!
QabbdnT'Hurry Salih, tell all the lads to come: we shall rehearse all night if need be ...
Tomorrow the play must be of the highest standard. My God, we don't have a minute
to lose.
[The lights go down as the Town-Crier emerges from his comer]
Town-Crier And the next day the governor of Syria, SubhT Pasha, attended [44]
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Qabbanl's play: the soiree was held in one of the houses of Damascus. A number of
government officials and notables of Damascus accompanied him. AbQ Khalil presented his play in a convivial and genial atmosphere and excited the interest of the
governor and engaged his wonder.
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[Echoes of the last line of the finale—'The dawn of aspirations has broken'. It is
followed by vehement applause. The spotlight falls in front of the inner curtain:
al-Qabbdm is clearly visible, behind him are a number of the members of the
orchestral troupe. The governor SubhT Pasha moves toward al-Qabbdm and shakes
his hand warmly. He is wearing the mask of the governors, which will be described
later.]

Governor Let me clasp your hands, Abu Khalil. You have introduced something new
and you have done a great job, well done! All of you, well done! Moreover, this is an
effort that bespeaks talent and mastery of the craft. It is delightful that there are the likes
of you in this city trying to revive the arts and excelling in them with such skill. What
we saw tonight was no lower in quality than what the European troupes present, in spite
of their longer experience with the art of comedy. This just goes to show that native
sons of this country are able to keep in stride with civilization and can progress toward
it with such rapidity. I want you, Abu Khalil, to form a permanent acting troupe and
to perform for the people so [45] that you can, through your plays, overcome sterile
ideas and progress to noble, upright morality. As for my part, I shall back you with
encouragement and assistance so that you may persevere in your efforts and establish
in our country a firm foundation for this art.
[The lights go out for a few moments, then shine on the left comer. In front of the

curtain we find al-Qabbanl, around him Ibrahim, Sallm, Salih, Mahmud al'Umari and some of the other actors. Everybody is in costume. Delight and
happiness are written all over their faces after the performance.]

Salih I feel as if I'm in a dream!
Salim And what a dream! The governor in person congratulates us and gives us new
life.
Salih [rises and begins to dance] We're entitled, after this, to sing and dance on our own
account.
Mahmud This is our night, fellas. Sing ... dance! Oh, now I can breathe easy: I held my
breath the length of the soiree and at the end, by God, Abu Khalil, my eyes teared and
I felt as if I was flying.
Salih We're all flying high tonight ... and tomorrow every word spoken here will be
spread all over Damascus. After today, no-one will be able to reproach us or accuse us
of madness. [46]
Sallm That would mean crossing the governor. Anyone who does that is hanged or
hoisted up on a stake.
Ibrahim By that beardless face of yours, you're right! He's become our pillar of support
in the Empire. God forgive you, father, for the error of your words.
Salih Let's strike up a moving song for his father. Come on, AbQ Khalil, get your 'ud
and play us one of your amazing tunes ... tonight we sing and dance on our own
account.
Ibrahim It seems that all this joy has him tongue-tied.
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Mahmud God keep you among us long, Abu Khalll. You've raised our heads up high.
Qabbdni It's a good beginning, at any rate.
Salim Beginning!
Mahmud Who could have dreamt of more than what we got?
Qabbdni You act as if none of you heard what the governor said.
Salim Wrong ... we've memorized every word of it and we shall repeat it for everyone
to hear.
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Qabbdni Then you heard what he said about the need for the creation of a permanent
troupe and the presentation of our work to the people at large.
Ibrahim What do you have in mind, Abu Khalll? [47]
Qabbdni I'll tell you what I have in mind. Our work can't be allowed to remain just a
pastime or distraction, nor can it remain confined to companions from among our
friends. The natural thing to do is to leave this limited circle and present our plays in
a public theatre, one to which people will get accustomed to going. Only in this way will
our work assume its true worth and importance.
Salim A public theatre, and in front of all Damascus!
Ibrahim Is that possible?
Qabbdni The idea's been turning around in my head for a while, but today its
realization has become possible. The encouragement of the governor is a valuable
opportunity which we must not lose. Our plays have, so far, met with a goodly amount
of approval, so why not take another step forward? We have everything we need, stories,
acting, dance, song ... and so long as the governor will help us, the difficulties before
us shan't be great.
Sdlih Indeed. This is a golden opportunity. If the governor had not noticed our ability
to perform comedy, he would not have asked us to take it out to the people.
Mahmud Do you have a definite plan, Abu Khalll?
Qabbdni I've visited the Casino Italiano in Bab al-Jabiyah40 often and I think it is a
suitable venue in which for us to work. For this reason, [48] I've resolved to take a lease
on the Casino. What's more, I have a play on which we can start work immediately.
Mahmud The Casino Italiano! Truly, there isn't a better place in Damascus. And I
know the owner well: he'll allow us to rent it, without a doubt. This is a great idea!
What do you say fellas? From tomorrow on we start work in earnest.
Ibrahim And how will we pay the rent?
Qabbdni We'll make admission to the theater half a majidiyah. I'm sure we won't suffer
a loss.
Salim And people? What'll they say when we perform comedy professionally.
Sdlih The governor himself has blessed this work, should we then fear the rumours that
people fabricate?
Qabbdni Anyhow, isn't it enough that we are content with what we're doing and that
we recognize that it is worthwhile.
Ibrahim Sure.
Mahmud Well, fellas, we begin in earnest. We shall burst forth and amaze the people
of Syria with the art of comedy.
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Qabbani But until the plan succeeds everybody has to dedicate the utmost determination and enthusiasm. [49]
Mahmud Determination is in plentiful supply.
Sdlih As is enthusiasm.
Ibrahim So too the possibilities.
Qabbani Tomorrow, Mahmud, go to the owner of the Casino and negotiate the rent.
As for us, we shall begin rehearsing.
Salim What's the story?
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Qabbani King Wadddh and Misbdh and Qut al-Arwdh.
Sdlih Then let's celebrate a little. [He begins to dance] Grab your 'ud, this night is not
like other nights.
[Much excitement, singing and clapping. The lights fade gradually. Meanwhile, the

Town-Crier rises.]
Town-Crier This news was spread by the people like wildfire: it became part of their
lives and the commotion that prevailed increased. At that time, new currents were
permeating through Damascus beneath the shell of tranquility and the old, established
foundations trembled widi the pulsations of this newness that was being born. The
struggle began and never stopped. It manifested itself in daily changes and in the
conversations of people in their homes and in the coffeeshops. The labour pains began
as a simple symptom but before long turned violent and vicious. [50]
[The lights fall on an area centrestage: we are in a coffee-shop in Damascus. Simple
props will do: tables, straw chairs and the karagb'z screen drawn on the dividing
curtain behind them. At one table sit 'Abd ar-Rahlm Kibbah and Anwar Ma'riif,
both young men and both representing that generation that started the revival and
followed its growth. Anwar is wearing trousers and a tarboosh. 'Abd ar-Rahlm is
wearing pantaloons and a tarboosh.]
'Abd ar-Rahim [he takes off his tarboosh and places it on the chair] Phew! I swear ... I still

find the tarboosh heavier on my head than the turban. [He rubs his forehead] You'd think
my head were fastened with a length of twine.
Anwar Everything's just a matter of habit.
'Abd ar-Rahim But habits change wondrous fast. We go to bed in one fashion and we
wake up to another ...
Anwar That's a good sign. Other nations of the world are moving ahead of us and we
can't afford to lag behind.
'Abd ar-Rahim I worry that this scurrying after everything European will ruin us: our
habits, our knowledge, even our clothing. [51]
Anwar And why should it ruin us? It's inevitable that we tap the instruments of
civilization and refinement from European countries, and benefit from their sciences
until we can at least rid ourselves of backwardness and move forward.
'Abd ar-Rahim What's worrying is that we're losing our identity; our country can't
compete ... Look at how foreign merchandise has begun to fill our markets. What's
more, people prefer it to our own stuff. There isn't a woman who doesn't wear some
article of clothing with a European tag on it. Local crafts have come to a standstill and
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inflation has got worse. Our silk has become cheaper than hemp. I tell you, that's what's
worrying.
Anwar And who is responsible for all this? Surely our very own Empire, because it is
the one that has left this country in such evil circumstances and in decline. If only it had
embarked on some reform, eradicated corruption and adopted new systems of organization, then revival would permeate our country from all directions. And then the crafts
would be able to progress and the living conditions of people would improve. Our
identity will never be strengthened by backwardness and ignorance and it will become
non-existent if we do not awaken and follow the advanced countries.
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'Abd ar-Rahim I don't know ... What I worry about is that we deviate a lot and lose
touch with our roots and then don't know how to find our way after that. [52]
[Abu Ahmad al-Karakuzatl arrives and joins the two of them. He appears angry.]
Abu Ahmad God ...! It's as if this country's no longer the same country.
'Abd ar-Rahim It will get better, God willing.
Abii Ahmad What disturbs me, 'Abd ar-Rahim Effendi, are these shenanigans that are
appearing in Damascus: they have neither any history to them nor any principles, and
in spite of this you find people throwing themselves at them like moths to the flame.
'Abd ar-Rahim What shenanigans?
Abu Ahmad What al-Qabbani and his myrmidons are doing. God! All you hear from
people these days is talk about it. Wherever you go they are constantly repeating the
wonders of his performance and skill and this art that he has innovated.
Anwar Last night the governor attended the performance and was very happy with it.
Abu Ahmad Yeah, yeah! And today Ibn al-QabbanT rented the Casino Italiano in which
to present his antics ... but he's not to blame ... if His Excellency the governor, in all
his standing and dignity, attends and condones these shenanigans and spurs them on.
Anwar What Ibn al-Qabbanl is doing is not shenanigans. He and his troupe are
becoming skilled in an art form that supersedes all other art forms. [53]
Abu Ahmad You? Saying this, Anwar Effendi! And exactly what is this superior art?
How many voices can Abu Khalll al-Qabbanl speak? How many people can he act? And
how many movements and acts can he compose? Art is not a child's plaything.
Anwar Karagoz is one thing and theatre is something else. The important thing is that
a theatrical troupe appear in Syria, and that a theatre be erected for the performance
of the plays.
'Abd ar-Rahim Are you worried that Ibn al-Qabbanl will rob you of your patrons?
Abu Ahmad Me? Worried about him? The karagoz screen was not built yesterday ... It
is older than my grandfathers' grandfathers and has always been the peerless art. What
disturbs me is that a public place is being erected for this foolery and I hear no-one
opposing it.
Anwar Make no mistake, Abu Ahmad. This is neither shenanigans nor foolery. In
civilized countries they consider theatre the most refined of the arts and of the highest
significance. People treat its troupes with the respect and esteem they deserve. For this
reason, Syria cannot remain restricted to the karagoz screen and deprived of drama and
its benefits.
Abu Ahmad And what's the matter with the karagoz screen?
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Anwar Nothing. Except its movements that have become tiresome through repetition
and triviality. Our eyes have been blinded with Karagoz and [54] Aywaz.41 We want a
new and useful entertainment.
Abu Ahmad Alright then ... go to al-Qabbanl's brothel! Then come back and tell me
what you saw.
'Abd ar-Rahim [as Abu Ahmad gets up angrily] Don't worry, Abu Ahmad, we'll still
come to the karagoz and watch your scenes.
Abu Ahmad My good man, be my guest, come or don't come. At any rate, there's got
to be someone in this city who will be overcome with rage and who won't be content
to just keep quiet and let things happen.
[He moves away from them.]

'Abd ar-Rahim You know ... it's natural that he fear for his livelihood.
Anwar The establishment of a theatre in this country is an important step. If we don't
encourage and support it, it's possible that the ignorant will destroy it or kill it in the
cradle.
'Abd ar-Rahim Whether a theatre is built or not, is that what the people of Syria are
really thinking about? What concerns them above all else is their loaf of bread.
Anwar [as the lights fade out] These matters are going to engage our attention. In spite
of the loaf of bread or, perhaps, because of it.
[Darkness over the coffeeshop. The spotlight falls on the right of the stage where the
halqah of Shaikh Sa'Td al-Ghabra becomes visible. The halqah is a religious [55]
circle for the remembrance of God and for homilies. It was actually held at the north
end of the Umayyad Mosque. When the lights fall, the circle is in the midst of
recitation and remembrance of God's name. Among the members of the circle around

Shaykh Sa'Td are another Shaykh and Abu Ahmad al-Karakuzatl. After a few
moments the recitation comes to a stop.]

Abu Ahmad Does what is going on in Syria not surprise you, Shaykh Sa'id?
Shaykh Sa'id Does it surprise the Muslim to see error spreading around him like a
disease. Depravity is on the increase and attendance at religious circles on the decrease.
God alone knows where we are heading.
Voices — O Saviour!
— There is no deity but God!
— God is All-Forgiving!
Abu Ahmad And what do you think of the setting up of a public place in which people
are led into error: is that acceptable?
Shaykh Sa'Td God forbid! What are you saying?
Abu Ahmad Did you not know that Ibn al-Qabbanl is setting up a theatre in the Casino
Italiano in which to present his shenanigans in public?
Man Good heavens! ... Last night the door of the Casino was thick with crowds of
people.
Shaykh Sa'id And what is it that Ibn al-Qabbanl is presenting to the people? [56]
Abu Ahmad All manner of licentiousness and frippery ... boys dressed up as women.
Voices God protect us ... God protect us!
Abu Ahmad And men adopting roles that are not ... appropriate.
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Voices God protect us ... God protect us!
Abu Ahmad And above all, shameless songs and profligate dancing.
Voices God protect us ... God protect us!
Shaykh Sa'id Is it for this that the people are packing it in?
Abu Ahmad And everyone pays half a majidiyah to see this.
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Shaykh Sa'Td Ibn al-Qabbam left this circle, my circle, to turn his attention to these
scandalous deeds? God protect us! To what baseness are these times leading us? I
thought it was just a distraction of the ignorant being performed in their own homes,
but if they are forgetting their shame and bringing this innovation42 to the people, well
then that's something else altogether.
Other Shaykh These are the signs of the times, Shaykh Sa'Td. Every day a new
innovation appears which we have never heard of ... and which our forefathers had
never heard of either. The worse thing is that people crave it like moths do the flame.
Shaykh Sa'id What do you want? When the reins of power are wrested [57] from the
hands of the religious establishment and pious people and the masses ruled by men
with litde faith in their religion, then it is inevitable that we end up in this condition.
Faith loses ground in the hearts of men and dissolution gains ground. The very bonds
and foundations of society are demolished and people are led into sin and error. But are
we just going to sit back and watch, without doing anything? No believer should keep
quiet in the face of sin. If he does, he will be asked about diis on the Day of Reckoning.
Believing hearts must join together and unite in opposition to this straying from the
True Path and battle against diese innovations that misguide people and put them on
the path of Satan.
[The spotlight on the halqah fades, then transfers over to the left of the stage where
we see Abu Khalll and Mahmud al-'Umari. After a short while, Shaykh Sa'id
joins them.]
Mahmud Praise God, the response has exceeded our expectations. Your average man
puts aside money for a theatre ticket even before he gets his loaf of bread for his family.
The 'religiosos'43 though, blast them,44 keep sneaking in widiout permission ...
QabbaniA small nuisance of no importance.
Mahmud Soon we shall have to ask the governor to put a stop to this.
Qabbani It's not in our interest to stir up hatred and trouble around us. What concerns
me is that everyone be happy and that they enjoy our work and become fond of it. I
wonder what they really think, [58] of our performances deep down?
Mahmud Doesn't their attendance tell us what they think? Their applause and excitement and their comments, both at the beginning of the shows and at the end? Don't
worry your head with that. All over the country people are saying that renting the
Casino was truly a great idea.
Qabbani Then perhaps the theatre will, after a while, become one of the necessities of
social life in Syria. Then, our goal will be realized and our work indeed bear fruit.
Mahmud Are you thinking about a new play?
Qabbani Widi God's help, there'll be no stopping after today ... [he notices the arrival of
Shaykh Sa'Td al-Ghabra] ... Welcome, welcome Shaykh Sa'Td! You honour us with this
most auspicious visit.
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Shaykh Said [withoutgreeting] Do you substitute what is inferior for what is superior,
Abu Khaffl?
QabbanTSuperior ... what do you mean?
Shaykh Sa'id You know far better than I. You left the remembrance of God in the
halqahs of the mosques in order to put on shameless performances contrary to all
morals, decency and teachings of religion.
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QabbanT God forbid ... no, Shaykh ... perhaps you have been influenced by [59] the
slander of the ignorant. If only you saw for yourself what we present in the theatre, you
would not say what you are saying.
Shaykh Sa'Td You want me to watch and participate in these vulgarities?
QabbanT God forbid! We are not vulgar and shameless. What we present are stories of
considerable wisdom that excite the spectator's interest in moral excellence and present
him with commendable spiritual counsel... all this in a friendly atmosphere of harmless
innocence.
Shaykh Sa'Td Since when did licentiousness excite one to moral excellence? Don't you
know that acting is like representation,45 both forbidden in Islam.
QabbanT According to what I've been taught, I've never known acting to be forbidden.
Perhaps Islamic lands have never known this art form before, but that doesn't justify
our remaining deprived of its benefits.
Shaykh Sa'Td The Muslims did not know it not out of ignorance but because they
disdained it and considered it incompatible with religion ... it is nothing but innovation,
and all innovation is forbidden.
Mahmud I wish, Shaykh, that you were not so hasty to condemn it.
QabbanT Shaykh, there are many matters, invented by progress, of which our forefathers
were unaware, matters that have become beneficial for mankind. Are we supposed to
consider them forbidden and to ignore their benefits? [60]
Shaykh Sa'Td True progress is returning to the moral excellence of our forefathers and
to the strength of their faith in their religion.
QabbanT By God, that aim takes first place with us too! We want nothing more than to
excite enthusiasm in the hearts of the spectators and to have them regain the rightlyguided moral virtue of their ancestors. In other countries they are giving theatre great
importance and are spending enormous amounts of money on it and on the construction of splendid buildings for it. They are fully aware that it elevates aspirations and that
it impels toward that which benefits them as individuals and as nations.
Shaykh Sa'Td In a short while you will place theatre on an equal footing with religious
instruction46 in the mosques. Perhaps this innovation exists in the European countries,
but do you want to imitate the disbelievers? Whosoever is like a people is among them
... no sooner will it be than we will start to take our religion from the Europeans too.
QabbanT In God's name, don't say such a thing ... it's not right that you accuse us of
unbelief ... Theatre is not innovation and unbelief but rather a good means of
instructing people in morals ... and in knowledge of the political systems. Outwardly,
it treats circumstances and attitudes and deep down it presents spiritual counsel and
admonition.
Shaykh Sa'Td And what of the youths that disgrace themselves! And the songs that
excite the passions! The wanton dancing! Where does all this lead? And above all, you
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personify others and you transform yourselves into the dead, arrogating yourselves to
Creation and to the [61] Creator. Personification is a kind of representation, founded
on error. The Almighty alone, praise Him, is the Fashioner of things. Or do you want
to associate yourselves with God?
QabbanT There is no deity but God.
Mahmud God protect us ... what is this talk, Shaykh Sa'Td? We are Muslims and our
hearts, by God's grace, are filled with faith.
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QabbanT And we know of nothing in religion that forbids acting ...
Shaykh Sa'Td Are you trying to teach me jurisprudence and Islamic law? Through
reasoning47 personification can be analogized with representation. And even if we put
aside reasoning, it is forbidden. What you are doing remains an innovation that cannot
be sanctioned without a fatwd ...48
QabbanT But according to what I know there are many troupes engaged in this art in the
capital... Would the Sultan allow this if it contained unbelief or if it were in opposition
to the True Religion?
Shaykh Sa'Td [embarrassed] Doubtless, they are just negligent and, anyway, the unbelief
of some does not legitimize the unbelief of others ... We've talked so much that we've
gotten away from the crux of the matter: I came here to ask you to stop these
performances and to return to the chants of my halqah so that you do not ruin your
faith and your life here on Earth and in the Hereafter. [62]
QabbanT I shall not keep away from your halqah if you invite me, but to leave the work
that I've begun is impossible.
Shaykh Sa'Td Even though it be disbelief and harmful to the masses?
QabbanT It contains no disbelief and its consequences are beneficial to the people, not
detrimental. If the governor had not seen any benefit in it, he would not have
encouraged us and asked us to present our plays before the public.
Mahmud Yes, by God ... His Excellency SubhT Pasha himself said after shaking Abu
Khalll's hand: I want you to form a theatrical troupe. Theatre is, as His Excellency the
governor sees it—and he is without doubt the most able to perceive what will benefit
the country and what will harm it—a means to encourage noble traits of character.
Shaykh Sa'Td [disconcerted] When did the governor say this?
QabbanT When he attended the performance we held in my grandfather's house. There
were a great number of guests.
Mahmud Notables of Damascus and senior public officials.
QabbanT With the permission of the governor and with his encouragement I began to
pursue my work at the Casino and I shall do everything in my power to take this art to
the desired objective.
Shaykh Sa'Td Then you will persist in this work?
QabbanT God willing. [63]
Shaykh Sa'Td So be it, then. We shall see ...
[He leaves angrily.]
Mahmud [after a moment] What do you think?
QabbanT What can he do?
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Mahmud His tongue's longer than a snake's and his prattle convinces people. It might
become necessary for us to hold on to some of the takings from the performances.
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QabbdnT The governor is still backing us so we shouldn't fear any opponent, even if it
is Shaykh Sa'Id al-Ghabra. When this art is firmly established in Damascus, people
themselves will uphold it.
[The lights die out on the area where Abu Khalll and M a h m u d are standing. The
Town-Crier rises. From now on the play continues in three principal areas: the
halqah of Shaykh Sa'Id al-Ghabra which is continually in the midst of remembrance of God's name; sometimes it gets louder, at other times it becomes almost
inaudible and sometimes is just gestures. Then there is the coffee-shop where Anwar
and 'Abd ar-Rahlm sit, and whoever else joins them later. And the area where
al-Qabbanl stands on the left of the theatre. The rhythm of this segment grows
rapidly and the manner of the movements must be convincing, according to the
naturalness of the relationships between these areas, which are essentially representing
intellectual trends. The [64] action must illustrate and emphasize plainly the fierce
struggles. We are now in the middle of something that resembles a game. When the
Town-Crier rises, the Actor and Actress appear and move frontstage. The Actress
is wearing a governor's mask: puffed-up cheeks, small eyes, a big, lecherous mouth,
features not properly proportioned. The Town-Crier gets a tarboosh, a fly-whisk
and a narghile from backstage.]

Town-Crier But on which governor's support does al-Qabbanl depend? Is it Subhi
Pasha? How long will Subhi Pasha's governorship last?
Actor In those troubled times, the seat was never warm beneath the governor's behind.
Actress A decree of dismissal... and a decree of appointment. The people of Syria have
hardly memorized the name of the new governor than a new decree is issued ordering
them to forget it and to get accustomed to a new one.
Actor We don't know much about those governors. They describe one as having been
fat ... another as short ... a third with a nose like an orange ... and other small details
of this sort.
Actress But what everyone agrees on is that conditions in Syria were going from bad to
worse. [65]
Actor And that the governor would sometimes read his decree of dismissal even before
that of his appointment.
Actress Between the years 1871 and 1879 eleven governors followed one after the other
in Syria.
Town-Crier On which governor, then, did al-Qabbanl depend?
[Now, a chair is placed frontstage, closer to the right, facing the audience. The Actor
withdraws into the shadows in readiness for the next scene.]

Actress And now ... observe gentlemen, distinguished guests. In order for us to
understand the circumstances under which our theatre was founded, we present you
with a chapter of history. Matters evolve with the succession of governors ... eleven
governors in eight years ... an amusing little game. But it is a dizzying, whirling game
which we are going to play in front of you now ... observe ... [in a declamatory voice]
the 'Spectacle of the Governors' ...49
Town-Crier Observe ... gentlemen, distinguished guests ... for the story of the governors
concerns you all, in all ages and all times.
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Actress In the year 1871, the governorship of Syria went to cAbd al-Latif Subhl Pasha
... and before the year came to an end, Subhl Pasha was dismissed ...
Town-Crier On which governor, then, did al-Qabbanl depend?
[The people in the three areas look downstage with [66] weary and inattentive eyes
as if they are bidding farewell to a departing governor. Anwar spits and the barely
audible remembrance ceases for a few seconds then resumes again.]
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Actress In the year 1872, the governorship of Syria went to Muhammad Halat Pasha.
[The Actor enters: glances from all three areas are directed toward him. The Actress
hands him the mask and he places it over his face. The Town-Crier puts the
tarboosh on him then gives him the fly-swat and, every so often, the seal. These
motions will be repeated with the arrival of every governor. I^alat Pasha sits in the
chair cupping his left hand on the Actress's buttocks ... sometimes he kisses her
hand. With his other hand, he places, from time to time, seals on documents that the
Town-Crier brings him, without reading them; or he picks up the fly-swat and
waves it about in front of his face. Once again I would like to point out that the
changing of the lighting has to be effected rapidly and that this transfer in synchronization with the movements of the actors is what serves to illustrate the natural
relation between the three domains that the three areas represent ... Light on

al-Qabbanl and Mahmud al-'Umari.]
Mahmud [anxious] Will the new governor follow the pattern of his predecessor?
Qabbani We can't give up hope. [67]
Mahmud Let's hurry then, before slanderers and the ignorant get to him.
[In the cojfeeshop.]

'Abd ar-Rahim Perhaps the new governor will bring us some good; matters have got as
bad as they can get: inflation is severe and the recession has deepened.
Anwar However much the governorship changes hands, however much we hope, what's
important is that the laws change, not the governors.
'Abd ar-Rahim When the governor is a respectable man, then, perhaps, the country will
benefit and its difficulties be eased.
Anwar Nothing will change without comprehensive reform that will amend the laws
and guarantee the citizens their livelihood and security.
[The spotlight transfers to the halqah of Sa'id al-Ghabra ... the remembrance goes
on. It stops when the Shaykh explodes into speech.]

Shaykh Sa'id God grant our new governor success ...
Congregation Amen.

Shaykh Sa'id ... and support him ...
Congregation Amen.

Shaykh Sa'id... and strengthen him so that he can purge Syria of error and prevent her
from falling into the infernal depths of decay.
Congregation Amen. [68]

Shaykh Sa'id The need for determination has become critical, so too for a concerted
push for the masses. Foreign customs are on the rise and hateful innovations are
drifting toward us from the countries of the unbelievers. The people are like those
whose hearts God has forsaken: no sooner does someone who is of little faith bring
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them some madness or innovation than they become possessed by it and begin to apply
themselves wholly to it ... Just like is happening now with what they call "acting" and
"troupes" in Syria. Ibn al-Qabbanl has adopted it from the Europeans, forgetting his
religion, and led astray by the ignorant. People are endiusiastic about it! Portrayal is a
forbidden innovation, unknown to Islam and unauthorized. It is shamelessness,
founded on moral depravity and licentiousness. No wonder foreigners devised it and
devote themselves to it: they are a people without morals and their eyes have not
received the light of Islam. Their women associate freely with their men and they live
like beasts devoted to this world and ignorant of the hereafter and its reckoning.
JThe lights fade gradually ... Shaykh Sa'Id keeps gesturing for a few seconds ...
calm reigns. After that, the remembrance resumes, barely audible ... the scene
remains motionless for a few moments ... The Governor embraces the Actress
warmly and leans his head on her waist. Then he pushes her away gently, as if he
is dusting her off: he glances at the Town-Crier who is now playing the Governor's

Clerk.] [69]
Governor Let's turn our attention to some of the affairs of state. What's on today's
agenda?
Town-Crier The people of Syria are in great anxiety and distress. They have known no
mercy: the rains are holding back; the harvest is long overdue, inflation is severe ...
Some people are uprooting grass and in other places people are eating cats and rats.
Governor And what do you want me to do for them? Can I order the skies to rain?
Town-Crier Begging you pardon, your Excellency ... but the taxes ...
Governor I do not permit talk of taxes. Our Empire has high farming of taxes for the
protection of the citizens and to counter the ambitions of other countries. Moreover,
the people of Syria must not forget that I paid a pretty price in order to accede to this
governorship.
Town-Crier And prices? One mudd of wheat now costs 125 piastres. Syria has never
known anything of the sort before.
Governor Buying and selling are permitted in Islam.
Town-Crier What am I to say, then, to those who are complaining and asking for the
mercy of their Governor?
Governor Say to them ... that rain is in the hands of God and that they have no recourse
but to perform the istisqa prayers for rain and to ask for blessings from the Lord.
Town-Crier Very well. [70]
Governor What else is there?
Town-Crier The problem of the religiosos and their encroachment on other people and
on each other has worsened.
Governor Are they committing any aggression against the Empire or anything in its
jurisdiction?50
Town-Crier I don't think they would dare ...
Governor Then why are we giving ourselves an unnecessary headache and dealing with
a futile problem? We have to reserve the Gendarmerie for more serious and important
matters.
[The Actress sits between the outstretched arms of the Governor. A man crosses the
stage toward al-Ghabrd's halqah reciting 'There is no deity but God' under his
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breath. The sound of remembrance rises a little ... Light on al-Qabbanl and
Mahmud al-'Uman/
Mahmud The governor did not stint in his praise for us, but rumour-mongers are on the
increase and the Shaykh is relentless in his attack on us. It would have been better if
we had bought his silence.
Qabbam Us? Going so far as committing such a grave sin to buy his silence ...!
Mahmud Necessary, perhaps, if only for a short while. Haven't you noticed, work has
begun to deteriorate from day to day.
QabbdnT The country is in difficulty, Mahmud. It is natural that we are included in
those difficulties. I am not afraid of what Shaykh Sa'ld [71] or the others say because
useful work cannot be destroyed by slander, nor can ignorance diminish it. We must
remember, the people are living in great hardship.
Mahmud And what hardship! The mosques are jammed with worshippers and supplicants.
Qabbani For that very reason we should be among them, participating in the supplication and prayers for rain.
[al-Qabbanl and Mahmud head toward the halqah of al-Ghabrd. A moment later
'Abd ar-Rahlm follows them. The halqah expands greatly and the lights shine on
it ... the litanies for rain grow louder. Meanwhile, Anwar remains alone in the
coffeeshop contemplating the scene, shaking his head. After a short while, the Actress
jumps up from the Governor's lap, and when she speaks, the lights on al-Ghabra's
halqah go out gradually. The litanies for rain continue distinctly in the background.']
Actress And in the year 1875 the governor Muhammad Halat Pasha was dismissed ...
/The Actor gets up, takes off his mask and puts it on the chair, facing the crowd,
while resting his tarboosh on the backpost of the chair. He leaves, retreating
backstage. Anwar stands, repeating his earlier gesture.]
Actress And the governorship of Syria went to Asad Pasha. [72]
Town-Crier [leaving his role] One moment ... before we proceed with our long governor's game, what do you say we let the noble gentlemen relax a little so they can
continue the soiree attentive and content.
Actress On condition that the intermission does not last too long.
Town-Crier Long enough to smoke a cigarette ...
Actress Alright.
[The Actress and the Town-Crier withdraw. The prayers for rain grow louder and
continue for a long part of the intermission. The chair remains on stage all the while
facing the hall; on it rest the tarboosh and the mask.]
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8. This is of course Brecht's Verfremdungseffekt, or V-effect.
9. On tamthH, tashkhis and taqammus, see my prefatory remarks.
10. Wannus is no doubt referring to the two levels mentioned in the introduction. I do not think that
he means to suggest a difference in physical levels between the two areas.
11. Ghanima, to gain booty is (coincidentally?) cognate with the name Ghanim.
12. Sharvial or sarvial: see HamamI, Azya', 138-48.
13. Sadriyah: see HamamI, Azya', 148-49.
14. Tarbush, from the Persian sharbush: see HamamI, Azya', 288-91.
15. Literally, 'what poor taste'.
16. Literally, "The spectators of then and the spectators of now'.
17. Qabaday is a Levantine word. Wannus doubtless also intends the meaning 'scum of the earth'
(Denizeau, Dictionnaire, 405).
18. Hattatah: see HamSml, Azya', 155-60.
19. A coin, the face value of which was 20 Turkish piastres.
20. Zunnar. see HamamI, Azya, 151-52.
21. The al-Qabbanl play starts at this point.
22. Wannus omits the opening line of the play: 'Ya rabbu jisml bi-tuli al-khawfi qad 'adima/ wa-ll
fu'adun bi-ma alqahu qad nadima'. See al-Qabbanl, Harun, p. 3.
23. I have reworked this passage to have it read more fluently in English.
24. Literally, 'reason is the bounty of men'.
25. Literally, 'I kiss your moustaches', i.e. 'I'll do anything for you, just do as I ask'.
26. I have used an expletive because the oath is very strong.
27. The tense change here is interesting. Perhaps the Spectator is thinking both of the historical Harun
ar-Rashld who had a hundred concubines, and the stage character for whom they are sufficient.
28. Wannus has a footnote here. Explaining that he has added this scene, he writes, 'This scene is not
in the original'.
29. Literally, 'perpetrating various crimes'.
30. Word order changed slightly.
31. Literally, 'in her secrecy'.
32. I have omitted 'wa naqulu lakum' here.
33. Which al-Khozai, Development has called The Ingrate.
34. The naqrazan, on which see Malm, Musical Instruments.
35. Wannus has a footnote here quoting his source of information: 'This information has been gleaned
by Ustadh Adham al-Jundl in his 'Alam al-adab via-al-fann. See the chapter entitled 'al-'Abqariyah
ash-shamikhah ... mawahib Abl Khahl al-Qabbanl al-khalidah'.
36. I have taken a liberty here and called muwashshahdt 'stanzas'.
37. The text has Yildiz.
38. A free translation.
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39. Wannus has a footnote here which reads: 'He is also one of the people that worked with
al-Qabbanl in Damascus and played women's roles'.
40. The Bab al-Jdbiyah is the South-West gate in the Damascus wall. It is so called because it faces
the direction of Jabiyah, a town about 80 km from Damascus.
41. These are the names of karagoz characters.
42. Bitfah is a belief or practice for which no precedent exists from the time of the Prophet
Muhammad.
43. Zikritiyah.
44. 'Allah yud'ifuhum.'
45. Taszvir is forbidden by certain hadith transmissions.
46. The Arabic has ruvidq, i.e. the classes held in the mosque, not the instruction itself.
47. Ijtihdd, the technical term in Islamic law for legal interpretation.
48. A fatvid is a formal legal opinion given by a mufti.
49. Because of its character, I have translated fad 'spectacle'.
50. Literally, 'anything associated with it'.
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